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Frédéric Lombard, Jean-Marc Nicod, Laurent Philippe, Martin Quinson,
Frédéric Suter
Thème 1 — Réseaux et systèmes
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Abstract: This report presents the architecture and the algorithms used in DIET (Distributed In-
teractive Engineering Toolbox), a hierarchical set of components to build Network Enabled Server
applications in a Grid environment. This environment is built on top of different tools which are
able to locate an appropriate server depending of the client’s request, the data location (which can
be anywhere on the system, because of previous computations) and the dynamic performance char-
acteristics of the system. Some experiments are related at the end of this report, that exhibit the
low cost of adding branches in the hierarchical tree of components and the performance increase
induced.
Key-words: Metacomputing, Computational servers, Agent hierarchy.
(Résumé : tsvp)
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Une approche extensible des serveurs de calculs
Résumé : Ce rapport présente l’architecture et les algorithmes employés dans DIET (Distributed
Interactive Engineering Toolbox), un ensemble hiérarchique de composants pour l’élaboration
d’applications utilisant des serveurs de calcul dans un environnement de type Grille. Cet envi-
ronnement est basé sur différents outils capables de localiser un serveur approprié en fonction de la
requête d’un client, de la localisation des données et des caractéristiques dynamiques, en termes de
performance, du système. Quelques expériences sont présentées à la fin de ce rapport qui exhibe le
faible coût de l’addition de branches dans l’arbre hiérarchique des composants et l’amélioration des
performances induite.
Mots-clé : Metacomputing, Serveurs de calcul, Hiérachie d’agents.
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1 Introduction
Huge problems can now be computed over the Internet thanks to Grid Computing Environments [10].
Because most the current applications on the Grid are numerical, the use of specialized libraries like
BLAS, LAPACK, ScaLAPACK, PETSc or FFTW is mandatory. But the integration of such libraries
in high-level applications using languages such as Fortran or C is far from easy. Moreover the com-
putational power and memory needs of such applications obviously may not be available on every
workstation. Thus the RPC paradigm [13, 14] seems to be a good candidate to build Problem Solv-
ing Environments (PSE) for numerical applications on the Grid [11]. Several tools following this
approach exist, such as NetSolve [3], NINF [15], NEOS [9], or RCS [2]. They are most commonly
referred to as Network Enabled Server (NES) environments [14]. Such environments usually have
five different components: Clients that submit problems they have to solve to Servers, a Database
that contains information about software and hardware resources, a Scheduler that chooses an ap-
propriate server depending on the problem sent and the information contained in the database, and
finally Monitors that acquire information about the status of the computational resources.
For instance in the architecture of NetSolve, which is a NES environment developed at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee, Knoxville, we find these components in the form of the client, server, and
agent, with the agent containing the database and scheduler. Figure 1(a) shows how these compo-
nents are organized. A NetSolve session works as follows. First the agent (which has to be unique) is
launched. Then servers register to it by sending a list of problems that they are able to solve as well
as the speed and the workload of the machine on which they are running and the network’s speed
(latency and bandwidth) between them and the agent. Once this initialization step is performed, a
client can call the agent to solve a problem. The scheduler selects a set of most suitable servers to
this problem and sends back this list to the client. The latter sends input objects to the first of the
servers it can reach. The requested tasked are then run on this computational resource and the output
objects are returned to the client.
But NetSolve and the other environments previously cited have a centralized scheduler which
can become a bottleneck when many clients try to access several servers. Moreover as networks
are highly hierarchical, the location of the scheduler has a great impact on the performance of the
overall platform. This paper presents the architecture of DIET (Distributed Interactive Engineering
Toolbox), a hierarchical set of components to build NES applications.
This document is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the overall architecture of the DIET
platform and its main components and how distributed objects are used to connect these components.
In Section 3, we give the algorithms used to discover software and hardware resources that are able
to solve a problem submitted by a client. An experimental evaluation of these algorithms is given in
Section 4, just before our conclusion and presentation of future work.
2 DIET architecture and related tools
In this section we give some details about the DIET architecture and present the different components
involved in its hierarchy. The aim of an NES environment such as DIET is to provide a transparent
access to a pool of computational servers. DIET focuses on offering such a service at a very large
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Figure 1: Comparison between two NES environments: NetSolve and DIET.
scale. A client which has a problem to solve should be able to obtain a reference to the server that is
best suited for it. DIET is designed to take into account the data location when scheduling jobs. Data
are kept as long as possible on (or near to) the computational servers in order to minimize transfer
times. This kind of optimization is mandatory when performing job scheduling on a wide-area
network.
DIET is built upon Computational Resource Daemons and Server Daemons. The scheduler is
scattered across a hierarchy of Local Agents and Master Agents. NWS [17] sensors are placed on
every node of the hierarchy to collect resource availabilities, which are used by an application-centric
performance prediction tool named FAST [8, 16]. The database service is provided by the Scientific
Libraries Metaserver (SLiM). Figure 1(b) shows the hierarchical organization of DIET.
2.1 DIET components
The different components of our software architecture are the following:
Client
A client is an application which uses DIET to solve problems. Many kinds of clients should
be able to connect to DIET. A problem can be submitted from a web page, a PSE such as
Scilab [5] or Matlab, or from a compiled program.
Master Agent (MA)
An MA receives computation requests from clients. These requests are generic descriptions
of problems to be solved. The SLiM module (see Section 2.2) is used to find all the imple-
mentations of these generic problems. Then the MA collects computation abilities from the
INRIA
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servers and chooses the best one. The reference of the chosen server is returned to the client.
A client can be connected to an MA by a specific name server or a web page which stores the
various MA locations.
Local Agent (LA)
An LA aims at transmitting requests and information between MAs and servers. The informa-
tion stored on an LA is the list of requests and, for each of its subtrees, the number of servers
that can solve a given problem and information about the data distributed in this subtree. De-
pending on the underlying network architecture, a hierarchy of LAs may be deployed between
an MA and the servers it manages. No scheduling decision is made by an LA.
Server Daemon (SeD)
A SeD encapsulates a computational server. The information stored on a SeD is a list of the
data available on its server (with their distribution and the way to access them), the list of
problems that can be solved on it, and all information concerning its load (memory available,
number of resources available, . . . ). A SeD declares the problems it can solve to its parent LA
and provides an interface to clients for submitting their requests. A SeD can give performance
prediction for a given problem thanks to the FAST module (see Section 2.3).
Computational Resources Daemon (CRD)
A computational resource represents a set of hardware and software components that can
perform sequential or parallel computations on data sent by a client (or another server). For
instance a CRD can be the entry point of a parallel computer. It usually provides a set of
libraries and is managed by an SeD.
2.2 SLiM: Scientific Libraries Metaserver
SLiM’s goal is to make the connection between problems submitted by clients and implementations
available on servers. In most cases there is no one-to-one mapping. A single problem can be solved
by many implementations from several libraries, while another problem may need more than one
computational step to be solved. For example, if a user wants to solve a system of linear equations
with a sparse matrix, depending of the data themselves, this problem can be solved by a direct solver
or by a preconditioner followed by an iterative solver. Sequential and/or parallel versions of the
routines may be available.
The main issue of this approach is to find a unified way to express the problems and data de-
scriptions. One could use the description problem language from NetSolve, but it is not standard
and lacks of a way to express parallel functions.
Since our first client interface was Scilab, we decided to use the name of the built-in functions as
first problem description meta-language. Even if this approach is satisfying in this context, it lacks
generality, and so we are currently working on defining a better solution based on the GAMS [4]
problem taxonomy.
All needed information is stored in a LDAP [12] tree. LDAP is a distributed database protocol
which was chosen for its read and search optimizations.
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2.3 FAST: Fast Agent’s System Timer
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Figure 2: FAST overview.
FAST [8, 16] is a tool for dynamic performance forecasting in a Grid environment. As shown
in Figure 2, FAST is composed of several layers and relies on low-level software. First it uses a
network and CPU monitoring software to handle dynamically changing resources, like workload
or bandwidth. FAST uses the Network Weather Service (NWS) [17], a tool developed at the Uni-
versity of California, Santa Barbara. This is a distributed system that periodically monitors and
dynamically forecasts the performance of various network and computational resources. The re-
source availabilities acquisition module of FAST uses and enhances NWS. Indeed, if there is no
direct NWS monitoring between two machines, FAST automatically searches for the shortest path
between them in the graph of monitored links. It estimates the bandwidth as the minimum of those
in the path and the latency as the sum of those measured. This allows for more accurate predictions
when DIET is deployed over a hierarchical network.
In addition to the system availabilities, FAST can also forecast the time and space needs of
computational routines, depending on both the parameter set and the machine where the computation
would take place. For this, FAST benchmarks the routines at installation time on each machine for
a representative set of parameters. After polynomial data fitting, the results are stored in the same
LDAP-tree as SLiM. The user API of FAST is composed of a small set of functions that combine
resource availabilities and routine needs from low-level software to produce ready-to-use values.
These results about sequential routines and system availabilities can be combined into analytical
models by the parallel extension [6] to forecast execution times of parallel routines.
Thus DIET components, as FAST clients, can access information like the time needed to move
a given amount of data between two SeDs, the time to solve a problem with a given set of CRDs
managed by an SeD, or the addition of these two quantities.
INRIA
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2.4 Interactions between SLiM, FAST and DIET
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b
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Figure 3: SLiM, FAST and DIET interactions.
To give a first overview of interactions between SLiM, FAST and DIET, let us consider a simpli-
fied case of the problem submission, as shown on Figure 3. The complete algorithm used by several
agents organized in a DIET hierarchy will be given in Section 3.2.
First the client submits its problem to DIET (Fig 3.a). DIET invokes SLiM to know which im-
plementations can solve this problem. For instance if this is a dense matrix multiplication problem,
the dgemm function of the BLAS library would be a candidate. For each matching implementation,
and for each machine providing this implementation, FAST has to forecast the computation time
(Fig 3.b). The answer returned to DIET is therefore a list { scheduling possibility ; estimated time }
(Fig 3.c). Given this, the MA finally makes a scheduling decision and informs the client of the best
suited server to solve its problem (Fig 3.d).
2.5 Using Corba in DIET
NES environments can be implemented using a classic socket communication layer. NINF and
NetSolve are implemented that way. Several problems to this approach have been pointed out such
as the lack of portability or the limitation of opened sockets. Our aim is to implement and then
deploy a distributed NES environment that works at a wider scale. Distributed object environments,
such as Java, DCOM or Corba have proven to be a good base for building applications that manage
access to distributed services. They not only provide transparent communications in heterogeneous
networks, but they also offer a framework for the large scale deployment of distributed applications.
Being open and language independent, Corba was chosen for the communication layer in DIET.
Corba systems provide a remote method invocation facility with a high level of transparency.
This transparency should not dramatically affect the performance, communication layers being well
optimized in most Corba implementations [7]. Indeed, the communication time is that of with sock-
ets plus a constant value [1]. Moreover, the time to select a server using Corba should be short
compared to the computation time.
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Furthermore, Grid computing is a very active research domain. Existing platforms are usually
subject to frequent experimental modifications and feature add-ons. Object oriented development
platforms allow an easier development and a greater maintainability of the code. Corba is thus well
suited to support distributed resources and applications in a large scale Grid environment. New
dedicated services can be easily published and existing services can also be used. Thus we can
conclude that Corba systems are one of the alternatives of choice for the development of Grid specific
services. Our first DIET prototype is based upon OmniORB, a free Corba implementation which
provides good communication performance.
3 DIET initialization and operation
In this section we study how to specify the order in which components should be started, giving as
an example a DIET platform involving only one MA. This example is actually simpler to discuss and
the algorithms presented here are easily extendable to the general case by broadcasting computation
requests to the other MAs. Then, we discuss the way a server is chosen to solve a given problem,
taking the communication and computation times into account.
3.1 DIET initialization
Figure 4 shows each step of the initialization of a simple Grid system. The architecture is built in the
hierarchical order, each component contacting its father. The MA is the first entity to be started (1).
It waits for connections from LAs or requests from clients.
MA MA MA MA MA
Cl
LA LA LA
LA
LA
LA
1 2 3 4 5
Figure 4: Initialization of a DIET system.
Then when an LA is launched, it subscribes to the MA (2). At this step of the system initializa-
tion, two kinds of components can connect to the LA: an SeD (3), which manages some computa-
tional resource, or another LA (4), to add a hierarchical level in this branch. Finally, any client can
access the registered resource through the platform: it can contact an MA (5) to get a reference to
the best server known and then directly connect to it.
INRIA
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The architecture of the hierarchy is described in configuration files and each component transmits
the local configuration to its father. Thus, the system administration can also be hierarchical. For
instance, an MA can manage a domain like a university, providing priority access to users of this
domain. Then each laboratory can run an LA, while each team of the laboratory can run some other
child-LAs to administrate its own servers. This hierarchical administration of the system allows
local changes in the configuration without interfering with the whole platform.
3.2 Solving a problem
Let us assume that the architecture described in section 2 includes several servers able to solve the
same problem, and that all data needed for the computation are available on one single server. The
example presented in Figure 5 considers the submission of the problem F() involving data A and B.
S121
MA
LA3
S123
F()
S111 S112 S122
LA12LA11
LA1 LA2
A
S31 S32S21
B
F()
F(A,B) CLIENT
shortest paths from
data locations to 
the chosen server
Figure 5: Problem submission example.
The algorithm presented below lets an MA choose among the servers it manages the one which
will perform the computation. This decision is made in four steps:
  the MA finds the implementations matching the generic problem using SLiM;
  to locate the data involved and the capable servers it propagates a request through its subtrees
down to the computational servers;
  then FAST estimates the computation time on all candidate servers, and they send this estima-
tion back to the MA, as an answer to the request;
  once the MA has collected all the answers, it chooses the “fastest” server, sends its reference
to the client, and performs the transfer of persistent data involved in the computation.
For the problem solving itself, the client connects to the server chosen: it sends its local data
and specifies if the results should be kept in-place for further computation or if it should be brought
back.
RR n˚4501
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3.3 Data structures and algorithms
In order to choose a server, the MA first has to locate the servers that are able to solve the prob-
lem submitted and the data involved in the computation. This is why a request structure is sent
to the target servers. This structure contains two fields: the problemNickname, and a list of
attributes of the data involved, including details about their size and properties in order to
evaluate computation and communication times. When the MA receives a request from a client, it
builds a request structure and sends it to all its children which either own some of the needed data
or are able to solve the problem. The request is transmitted from father to child in the tree following
this scheme down to SeDs. Each LA labels its children reached by the request and waits for their
responses.
Once the request structure reaches the SeDs concerned, they initiate a response structure and it
back to their father. This structure contains three fields:
myName is the unique id of the component that sends back this response;
data is an array with an entry for each variable involved in the computation, each one containing
two fields:
  location is the name of the component that owns the data,
  timeToMe is the estimation of the communication time to bring the variable from the
component sending the structure, if its location is known;
comp contains an entry for every server (able to satisfy the request) known at this point of the tree.
Three pieces of data are kept for each server:
  name is the id of the server,
  tComp is the estimated computation time to satisfy the request,
  tComm is an array containing the estimated time to bring each variable involved to that
server;
Transfer times for data are computed dynamically while sending back the answers to the MA.
Our idea is that all agents of the hierarchy should be deployed on the underlying network nodes.
That is why we just sum the estimated transfer times between the various nodes of the tree. The
algorithm is divided in three steps:
1. Initialization
When an SeD receives a request, it sends a response structure to its father. It fills the data
field for the variables it owns, leaving a null value for the others. If the server can solve the
problem, it also fills a (tComp) (in a one-element comp array).
2. Aggregation
Every LA gathers the responses coming from its children and aggregates them into one single
INRIA
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structure. The fields related to communication times are gradually filled as the structures come
back up to the MA. FAST computes the transfer time of data to the capable servers, combining
information from monitoring and data attributes. This transfer will use the shortest path among
those that are monitored. This path only uses links between a father and its children or between
brothers as shown in Figure 4. Figure 6 gives the complete algorithm used by LAs to aggregate
responses coming from their children.
3. Use
When the responses come back to the MA, it uses them to make a decision. The evaluated
computation and communication times are used to find the server with the lowest response
time to perform the computation.
However, we have to consider the case when a server is chosen twice and the first computation
has not already started when the second problem was submitted. It could happen that the penalty
of the first computation problem is not considered in the estimation of the computation time for the
second one. This is a classical problem in dynamic performance evaluation, and we are presently
working on an algorithm, based on contracts between servers and clients, to check that the estimation
is still meaningful at the time of client/server connection.
for each data D do
if none of my descendants own D then
timeToMe = 0
else if one of my children references D then
timeToMe = timeToMe for this child
 
time to send D from this child
to me
else if D is not known by any of my children then
if a server S of my sub-tree can solve the problem then
D will be sent through me to S if it’s selected.
 Increase D’s tComm for each server
else
D will be sent to a capable server S following a path in which I am not
involved.
 End tComm’s computation for my descendants.
end if
end if
end for
Figure 6: Complete result aggregation algorithm for a LA.
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4 DIET architecture evaluation
In this section we exhibit the first experiments made with the DIET prototype we develop. These
experiments only involve one MA and a hierarchy of LAs. Our goal is to validate our architecture
and evaluate the performance of the request broadcast algorithm proposed.
In section 4.1, we examine the cost of adding servers in a DIET architecture with a single agent,
then we compare a linear architecture to a binary tree in order to show how parallelism can be
introduced in the request processing.
The impact of the use of LAs on the request broadcasting on a low bandwidth network is then
investigated in section 4.2. This experiment shows that using a hierarchy of LAs can increase notably
the speed of the server lookup.
We finally show in section 4.3 how the tree structure implies parallel request diffusion and per-
formance predictions. Two experiments are lead in this section. The first one consists in adding
a new branch to an existing DIET tree. The second one evaluates different ways to add servers to
an existing architecture. These experiments show that servers can be added to a DIET tree without
additional lookup cost if the tree architecture is chosen wisely.
4.1 Running DIET on a local network
Experiments in this section have been performed on a local Fast Ethernet network with several
switches. This network is dedicated, so we do not take contention into account. For each experi-
ment, we build a DIET tree. SeDs are only able to register and answer requests but not to perform
computations. The problem submited by the clients is known by every SeDs. Thus, all SeDs are
contacted at each request. The value measured is the average submission time (i.e. the time elapsed
from the submission to the MA to the reception of a server reference).
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4.1.1 Adding a server to DIET
Here we aim at evaluating the cost of adding an SeD to an existing DIET architecture by connecting
it to the only launched LA. This introduces no parallelism in the broadcast of requests and thus
should give the worst performance. Eight experiments have been done with a number of SeDs
ranging from one to eight directly connected to the MA. The available number of workstations and
the impossibility to co-allocate SeDs on a same machine without changing the results prevented us
from running experiments on more servers. When an SeD is added to an existing architecture without
adding an LA, the performance loss should be equivalent to the one observed in this experiment. The
results of this experiment is given in the following table and Figure 7.
number of SeDs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
request time (ms) 4.4 6.0 6.7 7.4 8.0 9.0 9.8 10.6
Results for a similar experiment with all SeDs co-allocated on the same workstation are also
given Figure 7 to provide evidence that this has a strong impact on the system behavior. When
SeDs are co-allocated, requests processing on all SeDs are run sequentially on the same processor.
The curves show that the request processing is less time consuming when all SeDs are running on
different computers thanks to parallel processing of those requests. The amount of parallelism in
this processing actually depends on the structure of the tree: section 4.3 focuses on trying to build
trees that maximize it. For instance, this experiment shows that adding four servers to a system that
already contains four adds 3.2 ms to the request processing time. Experiments have been conducted
to look for the lowest overhead when adding a server.
4.1.2 Comparing two architectures of similar depth
Figure 8 shows two DIET architectures that have the same depth and the same number of SeDs.
Although a linear architecture such as (a) would never be deployed in practice, two LAs are used to
obtain the same tree depth as for architecture (b). Thus, the cost of a communication on an branch of
the DIET tree is exactly the cost of the communication through the Ethernet network. This prevents
us from comparing the performance of architectures that have different depths, that is with different
costs of a communication between the MA and an SeD.
The average request processing time is 52.2 ms on architecture (a) and only 33.5 ms for (b). The
administrators have to carefully build their LA hierarchy to improve the performance. Experiments
conducted in section 4.3 aim at providing some simple rules for this task.
4.2 Evaluation of the broadcast algorithm
We aim here at showing the benefits of the DIET hierarchical approach when a LA is used to optimize
communication delays over a slow network link. In such a case, LAs are used to perform an efficient
request broadcast from the MA to the SeDs. Figure 9 shows the two configurations used in that
experiment. The right part of the figure shows that the introduction of a LA reduces to one the
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number of messages sent across the slow link. In this section we examine the evolution of the
request submission time depending on the number of SeDs with the two configurations shown in
Figure 9.
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Figure 9: The DIET broadcasting algorithm validation experiment.
The slow network link has a bandwidth of 2MB/s. This bandwidth is shared with other links.
The local network that supports the SeDs (and the LA in configuration shown on Figure 9(b)) is a
Fast Ethernet network with several switches. The request processing time being much lower than
the communication times on the slow link, up to 25 SeDs have been co-allocated on the same work-
stations. The MA and the client run on the same workstation on the other end of the slow link.
Figure 10 shows the result of our tests. Experiments have been done with both configurations shown
on Figure 9. For each number of SeDs, 50 clients were run sequentially and the average client
execution time has been used has the submission time.
In both cases, results are nearly linear. With the configuration shown on Figure 9(b), the request
submission time appears to be 3 (with 42 servers) up to 4 (with 72 servers) times less than without
any LA. A linear regression shows that the slope is 4 times greater when no LA is deployed. This
corroborates our idea that network bottlenecks are an important issue in NES environments.
4.3 Evaluating the architecture’s cost
By evaluating the cost of additional servers in the architecture using several strategies, we show
here how the request processing can be done in parallel in DIET. The experimental results show
that new servers can be added to the system nearly without overhead to the request processing. The
experimental conditions in this section are the same as in section 4.1.
4.3.1 Adding a branch to a DIET tree
Figure 11 shows how it is possible to have twice as many SeDs just by adding one son to the MA.
This son heads a hierarchy similar to the existing branch, which consists of a binary tree. The
INRIA
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Figure 10: Time to process a request as a function of the number of servers with and without LA.
experimental conditions are the same as in section 4.1, in which an overhead of 3 ms has been
shown when we increase the number of SeDs in the same proportion. The average submission time
is 32.3 ms for the first architecture (a) and of 33.5 ms for the second one (b). This results in an
increase of 1.2 ms, which is nearly three times less than when the servers are directly added in an
existing branch. This simple experiment shows how the requests are processed in parallel when we
add servers on an independent branch. Thus, the strategy to add new servers has to be carefully
examined. In the next experiment, we test different ways to add new servers on a simple DIET tree
and try to figure out some basic rules for establishing a DIET hierarchy.
4.3.2 Trying several architectures to add servers
In this experiment, we only consider trees that have a depth of one LA. These configurations can
involve more LAs as long as there is one and only one LA between the MA and an SeD. This allows
us to make comparisons between them when the number of SeDs is the same. Figure 12 shows the
configurations used in this experiment. The name of each configuration depends on its number of
LAs and SeDs (e.g., configuration (1/4) involves one LA and four SeDs). Every time we create a
new configuration, we add four servers to an existing configuration. Several configurations can be
generated this way from one given configuration. We used six of them during this experiment. The
results are:
configuration 1/4 1/8 2/8 1/12 2/12 3/12
request time (ms) 58.8 69.6 60.9 74.4 62.6 62.9
The average submission time is 58.8 ms for the first configuration. When four new servers
directly subscribe to the existing LA (configuration 1/8), this leads to an increase of 10.8 ms. If they
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Figure 11: Adding a branch to a DIET tree.
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Figure 12: Tested configurations.
subscribe to a new LA (configuration 2/8), the overhead cost is only 2.1 ms. This demonstrates the
benefits of using two LAs to send requests simultaneously to several servers.
The last column of Figure 12 shows configurations with twelve SeDs. The first one (1/12) is
obtained by adding four more SeDs on the only LA of configuration 1/8. This leads to a request
process time of 74.4 ms. The two other configurations with twelve SeDs are obtained with two LAs
holding six SeDs each and three LAs holding four SeDs each. These two configurations give similar
results. This shows that adding a new LA is only necessary for a certain amount of new SeDs.
With twelve SeDs, the time difference between the best and the worst architecture is 11.8 ms. This
difference may increase with a higher number of SeDs.
This experiment shows the impact of the architecture on the performance of the system. Ob-
viously, architectures that place LAs in parallel perform better than the others. Tuning such an
architecture is a matter of knowledge of the underlying network. Some branches may contain more
SeDs than others for various reasons (technical or administrative ones) but these results should be
kept in mind when building a DIET tree.
5 Conclusion and future work
In this paper we have presented our view of a scalable Network Enabled Server system. We believe
that hierarchy is mandatory when building such environments for the Grid. When thinking about
Grid Computing, scalability should be one of the main concerns of developers. We propose a hier-
archical approach to Network Enabled Servers using existing software and standards such as NWS,
LDAP or Corba.
Our architecture was also validated experimentally, and it seems that performance of the DIET
platform is closely linked to the structure of the tree. Thus, a well suited DIET tree can significantly
improve the performance of the system, as long as two main constraints are taken into account: the
DIET tree should be mapped onto the physical network architecture for faster request broadcasting
INRIA
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and more accurate performance predictions; the use of an LA hierarchy can have an impact on the
performance, as soon as a large amount of SeDs is connected, by introducing parallelism in the
request processing.
Our future work will first focus on testing this approach on real applications from our project
partners. These applications arise from various scientific fields: tridimensional model of Earth
ground from two 2D satellite pictures, simulation of electronic components, simulation of the atoms’
trajectory in molecular interactions, as well as an application computing the points on a hypersurface
of potential energy in quantum chemistry. As one of our target platforms allows 2.5 Gb/s commu-
nications between several INRIA research centers in France, connecting several clusters of PCs and
parallel machines, such applications written in an RPC mode could benefit from DIET and the whole
platform. Thus the powerful computational resources needed for such application can be utilized that
could not otherwise be obtained.
After we have implemented a solution to the duplicate choice of a server (see section 3), we
would like to tackle the issue of fault tolerance. We are currently specifying the behavior of the
system in case of failure. A problem we would also like to address is the optimization of data distri-
bution for parallel library calls using a mixed data and task parallel approach. We also would like to
connect our developments to infrastructure toolkits like Globus to benefit from their development as
regards security, accounting, and interoperability of services.
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